OREGON LABOR HISTORY QUARTERLY
Conference Videos Now Available
Even though the 2021 PNLHA Labor
History Conference had to be virtual this
June 25-26, the conference was a diverse
and exciting one. Now you can view a
workshop or plenary you may have
missed or that you may want to share
with friends. To do so, go to
https://pnlha.wordpress.com/2021/08/04/
2021-pnlha-conference-videos-nowavailable/ .
Not First Pro-Labor Pope
“Pope Francis has championed the
right of all workers to unionize, as
economic activity is poised to increase
when the pandemic threat eases,” NBC
News reported in June.
“The pontiff stressed the needs of
the most vulnerable workers, including
migrants, in a video message . . . The
Pope said efforts to rebuild economies
after COVID-19 setbacks must aim at a
future with “decent and dignified
working conditions,” originating in
collective bargaining.
It wasn’t the first time a pope spoke
out for workers. On May 15, 1891, Pope
Leo XIII issued the encyclical Rerum
novarum or Rights and Duties of Capital
and Labor. It addressed the condition of
the working classes.
In May 15, 1931, Pope Pius XI
issued another worker-related encyclical,
Quadragesimo anno, also talking about
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the conditions of workers. But the stress
was less on the plight of the working
class and more on the need to
reconstruct the capitalist social order
based on the principles of solidarity.
The NBC News item appeared in
The Stand, the Washington State Labor
Council’s online newsletter, June 21,
2021.
Joe Hill on
the Power of
Song
“A pamphlet,
no matter how
good, is never
read more than
once, but a song
is learned by
heart and
repeated over
and over; and I
maintain that if
a person can put a few cold, common
sense facts into a song, and dress the
facts up in a cloak of humor to take the
dryness off of them, he will succeed in
reaching a great number of workers who
are too unintelligent or too indifferent to
read a pamphlet or an editorial on
economic science.” – From PNLHA
presenter Mark Leier’s review of Matt
Callahan and Yvonne Moore, eds,
Working Class Heroes: A History of

Struggle in Song (Oakland: pm Press,
2019).
Nader on Labor History
“We have to
reawaken . . . Of
course, marches,
rallies, sit-ins – it
all matters. It
toughens people. It
creates solidarity. That’s why it’s
important to know the history of unions,
co-op organizers, and civil-rights
fighters. When you realize there are a lot
of people who came before you, you
don’t feel alone. You’re standing on
their shoulders even though they’re no
longer around.” – David Barsamian,
“The Great Work: Ralph Nader on
Taking Back Power From the Corporate
State,” The Sun, May 2019. Also hear
the Ralph Nader Radio Show online.
Remembering Rich Trumka
By Marcus Widenor
AFL-CIO President Rich Trumka
died at the age of 72 on August 5, 2021.
He was the fifth leader of the merged

labor federation, and perhaps the last top
leader who will come from the ranks of
the old American industrial economy.

Trumka was a third-generation mine
worker, growing up in Nemacolin,
Pennsylvania; the son of an Italian
immigrant mother and a Polish father.
After leaving the mines he obtained a
bachelor’s degree at Penn State
University, then a law degree from
Villanova. He joined the staff of the
United Mine Workers as an attorney and
became its president in 1982.

He came to national prominence in
1989, leading a nine-month strike at the
Pittston Corporation, which had
terminated retiree health care benefits. It
was a militant strike, characterized by
many innovative tactics, including
extensive civil disobedience and the
occupation of one of Pittston’s
processing plants. The strikers also
revived an old tradition of “women’s
auxiliary” actions with its Daughters of
Mother Jones cadre.
Trumka was John Sweeney’s
running mate when the SEIU president
defeated Tom Donahue for the
presidency of the AFL-CIO. He served
as secretary-treasurer until Sweeney’s
retirement in 2009, when he was elected
President of the federation.
Trumka distinguished himself in
both his militant demeanor and in his
more strategic and forward-looking
approach to the social issues that
sometimes divided the ranks of labor—
on the environment, race, and
immigration.

He was one of the first US labor
officials to embrace the anti-apartheid
fight in South Africa, and in 2008, he
directly confronted racism among
American union members as they
prepared to go to the polls, stating
“There’s not a single good reason for
any worker, especially any union
member, to vote against Barack Obama.
And there’s only one, really, really bad
reason to vote against Barack Obama –
and that’s because he’s black.”
Trumka also led an opening of the
AFL-CIO’s position on immigrant
worker rights, seeking progressive
reform of the immigration laws in 2013.
Former Oregon AFL-CIO secretarytreasurer Bob Baugh was a close
confidant of Trumka’s and worked with
him on the federation’s Industrial Union
Council. The council developed new
strategies to coordinate bargaining by
unions with multinational corporations,
pushed for high wage economic
development strategies, and laid the
groundwork for a labor environmental
policy designed to protect workers at the
same time it addressed crucial
environmental concerns.

Of Trumka, Baugh said: “When I
was elected secretary-treasurer of the
Oregon AFL-CIO in 1981 I was one of
the first baby boomers to serve as a
principal state fed officer. Rich Trumka
was elected president of the UMWA the
next year, the first boomer to head an

international union. We hadn't met but I
felt the kinship of a new generation of
union leadership. Rich inspired my
generation when he stood tall, refusing
to break, risking jail and union
bankruptcy to take on Pittston Coal.
“I will never forget the most
courageous, honest, and important
speech he ever gave in support of
Obama in the 2008 election. He
challenged America's racism and the
racism in our own union members. It
needed to be said and he was the one to
do so. These are the moments of truth
that leaders rise to.”
Oregonian Is New AFL-CIO
President
On August 20
the AFL-CIO’s
executive board
elected
SecretaryTreasurer Liz
Shuler to serve
out Trumka’s
term. Shuler is a
native of
Gladstone, Oregon, and a former
organizer and lobbyist for IBEW Local
125. She will be the first female
president of the AFL-CIO.
On her plate will be the unfinished
challenge that Rich Trumka wrestled
with beginning in the early 1980s as
labor’s membership began to decline,
and employers mounted an aggressive
counter-offense to its post-WWII
economic gains.
Two strategic issues stand out.
The first is whether it is possible to
rebuild the ranks of labor independent of
reforming the antiquated legal system
created by the National Labor Relations
Act in 1935 and tilted toward employer
rights by the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947.

Inextricably bound with this question is
whether labor can garner support for
reform from a Democratic Party and
leadership that has consistently fallen
short of making labor law reform a top
priority.
The second challenge is the
contentious question of whether the
AFL-CIO should serve as the strategic
resource center that drives union
organizing in the United States when
affiliated unions are unable or unwilling
to. This would require a degree of
centralism in the American labor
movement that has never existed.
Trumka’s legacy certainly raised the
militancy of labor’s national posture. He
insisted that we look more deeply at
labor’s own prejudices, and at the racial,
ethnic and gender composition of our
membership. The challenge for Liz
Shuler will be in making these strategies
concrete – to make the Democratic Party
accountable to working Americans, and
to find a way to organize millions of new
workers, many of them non-white, and
many of them from industries vastly
different from the coal industry that was
the crucible for many of the dramatic
victories of the labor movement in the
early 20th century.
Marcus Widenor, an Oregon PNLHA
member, is a retired faculty member at
the University of Oregon’s Labor
Education and Research Center (LERC).
Portland Red Guide Author Dies
Mike Munk,
a prolific
political
commentator
on the
Oregon left,
died over the summer, leaving a legacy
of engagement in the political battles of
our times. Perhaps most notable for

Quarterly readers
is his 2007 book
The Portland Red
Guide, which
served well to
remind readers of
another,
sometimes
unnoted, history
of the city’s
radical
community.
Labor history
walking tours continue to consult it.
https://www.oregonlive.com/portland/20
21/07/michael-munk-political-scientistwho-revived-portlands-radical-past-diesat-87.html .
B.C. Museum to Re-Open
By Brian Charlton
Ginger Goodwin, Miners Memorial
and the Cumberland Museum and
Archives are all an integral part of BC’s
labour
history.
Ginger
Goodwin,
a labour
organizer
and
socialist,
was
murdered by the provincial police on
July 27, 1918, but his influence lives on.
Miners Memorial has, for the past 34
years, celebrated the working-class spirit
of the coal miners and their families with
ceremonies, music and food.
In fact, the 2014 PNLHA
conference was held in Cumberland to
coincide with Miners Memorial. The
Cumberland Museum since its inception
in 1981 has portrayed, with local
knowledge from the elders of the village,

the history of workers’ quest for justice
and a better life.
The past two years have been a
struggle for both Miners Memorial and
the Museum. The Covid-19 pandemic
forced the memorial to go to a livestreamed format and also shut down the
museum. Also, a serious dispute
between the local labour council and the
museum’s board over the treatment of
two valued
workers, led
to separate
Miners
Memorial
events in
2020. The
two parties
were able to
resolve the
issues and
organize a unified ceremony last June.
The museum closed again in
October 2020 for major renovations. It
was supposed to open for this year’s
Miners Memorial, but due to issues
around the HVAC system designed to
protect the archives it was still closed as
of August 13.
Rosslyn Shipp, the new executive
director, was optimistic it would reopen
soon and hopes all the folks who are
interested in the true history of working
people will visit their new and improved
exhibits around Cumberland’s
fascinating past.
Brian Charlton is a PLNHA member in
British Columbia and a former PNLHA
office holder.
Irish Labor History in U.S.
“Labor, Immigration, and Class” is the
theme of the in-person American
Conference for Irish Studies (Western
Region) scheduled for September 23-26
at the University of Colorado-Denver.

Topics include Irish immigrant labor,
Irish labor radicalism in the Rocky
Mountain West, Irish railroad gangs, and
class in mining communities.
Conference participants will be invited
to travel by bus to the old silver mining
town of Leadville, site of one of the
mining West’s horrific labor battles, the
Leadville miners’ strike of 1896-87.
https://acisweb.org/conferences/aciswestern-regional-2021/ .
Disney Strike Turns 50
On May 29, 1941, cartoonists and
animators at the Disney Studios in
Burbank, CA, went on strike. The artists
had enjoyed a comfortable, if
paternalistic, work environment until the
Second World War blasted a hole in the
movie market. After that, studio owner
Walt Disney started tightening the
screws.
The
artists
wanted a
union so
they could
negotiate a
collective
agreement
that ensured
wage and
benefit
fairness, but
Disney
fought the drive and grew bitter when a
strike began after he fired some of the
key union organizers.
The picket lines went up and stayed
up until the studio settled. Some of the
workers doubled their salaries overnight.
The strike also won them a standard 44hour week and animators received
screen credit, something they had not
had.

“The strike opened up new horizons
for the organization of cultural workers
and the social impact of cartoon
animation,” wrote Paul Prescod in
Portside (May 29, 2021).
https://portside.org/2021-05-30/80years-ago-today-disney-animationworkers-went-strike.
Prescod is a high school social
studies teacher and member of the
Philadelphia Federation of Teachers. He
also writes for Jacobin magazine.
Beginning of PNW Labor History
Historian Harry W. Stone, writing in
a 1946 edition of the Oregon Historical
Quarterly, reported that there was “little
mention of labor organizations in the
Pacific Northwest before 1890.”
However, he offers the following note in
his article the “Beginning of the Labor
Movement in the Pacific Northwest”:
“Apparently the only labor
organization in Oregon or Washington
before the late 'Sixties was the
Typographical Society in Portland. Due
to the prosperity created by the
California gold rush, prices in 1853 were
rising, but wages in the printing industry
remained stationary because of the
emigration from the East of men able
and willing to set type.
“Accordingly, a number of
journeymen ‘from all parts of the
Oregon and Washington territories’ rode
to Portland and on June 11, 1853,
organized the Typographical Society.
Resolutions adopted called for a
minimum wage, an attempt to control
the labor market against new settlers,
and discouragement of [the] introduction
of machinery into the trade.
According to [James B.] Fitzpatrick,
the society never reassembled after its
one-day convention in Portland, but the
printers attempted to carry out its aims.”

For the full article: Oregon
Historical Quarterly, Vol. 47, No. 2 (June
1946), pp. 155-164. See also James B.
Fitzpatrick, “Labor Unions Came With the
Pioneers,” Oregonian, August 31, 1941,
magazine section, p. 6.

Eugene Debs supported the ALU
In 1902, Eugene V. Debs, leader of
the American Railroad Union and the
famous Pullman strike, spoke in support
of the American Labor Union, a rival to
Samuel Gompers’s American Federation
of Labor. Debs, a socialist, was a
perennial candidate for the U.S
presidency.

In the article “The Western Labor
Movement,” published in the November
1902 International Socialist Review,
Debs called out the AFL on its failure to
support the Western Federation of
Miners (WFM, later Mine-Mill) and its
3,000 striking members at Leadville, CO.
Debs was dismayed at the divisiveness
in the labor movement. He also
disagreed with the “pure and simple”
approach epitomized by the AFL’s craft
unionism.
Here he comments on the AFL’s
response to the ALU’s endorsement of
the Socialist Party. “They may
congratulate themselves that upon this
point at least they are in perfect accord
with the capitalist press, and also with
the ‘labor lieutenants’, the henchmen

and heelers, whose duty it is to warn the
union against socialism and guard its
members against working-class political
action.”
Source: Eugene V. Debs Speaks
(Pathfinder Press, 1972).
Indigenous Workers Book Review
by Brian Charlton
The discovery of
unmarked graves
at residential
schools, the
fallout from the
Truth and
Reconciliation
Commission, and
the ongoing
conflicts around
logging, fishing
and pipelines on indigenous territory, are
all in the news in 2021.
When confronted by problems in the
present, it is often useful to examine the
past to see how those problems arose,
and see if that examination of our history
offers possible insight. As historians and
activists we can be well positioned to
shed light on that history and offer
solutions.
John Lutz’s 2008 book Makuk – A
New History of Aboriginal –White
Relations reexamines the history of
British Columbia with a labour
historian’s eye. Lutz shows how the role
of indigenous labour, both within the
traditional subsistence and prestige
economies, and within the capitalism of
the settlers, was ‘disappeared’ from the
history books.
From First Contact till at least the
1890s it was indigenous labour that built
much of the province. How could it not
be? In 1856 indigenous people were 98
percent of the population. There were

62,000 aboriginal people and 1,000
settlers.
It wasn’t until after the completion
of the transcontinental railway in 1886,
when whites started flooding in, that the
balance shifted. That population shift
and the racism of the newcomers were
devastating for the First Nations people
and have led to many of the problems
splashed across the headlines today.
So pick up a copy of the book and
learn about a topic that is seldom
discussed but dearly needs to be.
Brian Charlton is a BC PNLHA member
and former executive member.
New Labor History Newsletter
The US-Canada Labor History Network
has issued the first number of its
newsletter, featuring an article on
Canadian indigenous workers, labor and
the conservative Supreme Court, getting
a Wobbly documentary onto the

National Film Registry of the Library of
Congress, and the 1925 Scopes monkey
trial. To be added to the email list,
contact: Ken Germanson,
info@wisconsinlaborhistory.org.
Laws Could Deny Labor History
“This spring, memory laws arrived
in America. Republican state legislators
proposed dozens of bills designed to
guide and control American
understanding of the past,” Timothy
Snyder writes in the New York Times

Magazine of June 29, 2021. The article
is titled “The War on History is a War
on Democracy.”
“As of this writing, five states
(Idaho, Iowa, Tennessee, Texas and
Oklahoma) have passed laws that direct
and restrict discussions of history in
classrooms. The Department of
Education of a sixth (Florida) has passed
guidelines with the same effect. Another
12 state legislatures are still considering
memory laws.” Snyder adds that states
adopting memory laws tend to also
actively engage in voter suppression.
The so-called memory laws could
also affect the teaching of labor history.
The laws often turn historical fact
against the victims to protect a region or
nation’s vision of its history. Snyder
cites the Greenwood Massacre in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, as an example of how
historical fact can be erased.
Under these laws, we could imagine
several labor history events being
revised. The Ludlow Massacre in
Colorado, the Homestead Massacre in
Pennsylvania or the Centralia Tragedy in
Washington State might undergo a
reinterpretation of historical fact.
What would memory law do to our
understanding of the Battle of Blair
Mountain (Matewan) in West Virginia
or the Battle of Ballantyne Pier in
Vancouver, British Columbia?
The River Rouge strike in Detroit in
1941 never happened? The nation-wide
Pullman strike of 1984 was fake news?
The Palmer Raids in the U.S. of 19191920 during the First Red Scare were
really Antifa riots? The list of important
labor vents that could disappear under
memory laws goes on and on.
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/29/m
agazine/memory-laws.html .

Memorable Labor History Quotes
“With all their faults, trade unions
have done more for humanity than any
other organization of men that ever
existed.” – Clarence Darrow, celebrated
American lawyer.
“Once I realized helping people was
an organizing technique, I increased that
work. I was willing to work all day and
night and go to hell and back for
people….” – Cesar Chavez, founding
leader of the Farm Workers Union.
“The trade union movement
represents the organized economic
power of the workers.... It is in reality
the most potent and the most direct
social insurance the workers can
establish.” – Samuel Gompers, first
president of the American Federation of
Labor.
“Pray for the dead and fight like hell
for the living.” – Mother Jones, rabble
rouser.
“The union is not some outside
force but the collective wisdom and
strength of its members.” – John Jensen,
a Northern British Columbia trade
unionist in No Compromise–A Memoir
(Vancouver: Walhachin Press, 2021).
Trial of Sacco and Vanzetti
Fifty years
ago two
immigrant
Italian
workers were
put on trial
for murder.
Their names
were Nicola
Sacco, 29,
and
Bartolomeo
Vanzetti, 31.
For six years they sat on death row in a
Massachusetts jail, while activists

around the world fought for their release
as innocent men. But the trial was as
much about their anarchist beliefs. They
were radicals who advocated “the
violent overthrow of political and
capitalist institutions in the hopes of
building, in Sacco’s words, a world of
‘no government, no police, no judges, no
bosses, no authority’,” as Annika
Neklason wrote in the Smithsonian
Magazine of May 27, 2021.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/histor
y/sacco-and-vanzettis-trial-centuryexposed-injustice-1920s-america180977843/.
Student Comments on Booklet
“I received the
booklet, Working
Oregon, and have
enjoyed reading
through it. Lots of
interesting events –
a
great resource. It
also directed me to
the PNLHA and
Oregon Historical Society web sites –
especially the oral histories.” – Sam
Speckman is an undergraduate history
student at Western Oregon University.
The 90-page illustrated book is still
available free. Email rverzuh@shaw.ca.
Anti-Labor Vigilantes Not New
The rise in vigilante groups like the
Proud Boys and Oath Keepers is nothing
new to the labor movement. More than
100 years ago, the American Protective
League (APL) was doing much the same
thing and they had trade unions in their
sites.
Historian Adam Hochschild, writing
in the July 22, 2021, New York Review of
Books, notes “moguls like [Henry] Ford
saw the APL as a powerful new tool for
fighting labor organizers, above all the

Wobblies.” The U.S. government
thought so too.
On July 17, 1917, the attorney
general wrote to all APL chapters,
advising that “special efforts shall be
made to ascertain all of the plans of the
members of this organization [Industrial
Workers of the World – IWW].
Hochschild adds that “APL
members joined the police in raids on
IWW offices, got fifty Wobblies fired
from military plants in Philadelphia, and
purged Wobbly farmworkers from wheat
fields in South Dakota.”
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2021/
07/22/all-american-vigilantes/ .
Comments and Corrections
Re the Summer Quarterly’s item on the
50th anniversary of Ronald Reagan’s
firing of 12,000 air traffic controllers,
members of PATCO, reader Marcus
Widenor suggested the following book:
Joseph A. McCartin, Collision
Course: Ronald
Reagan, the Air
Traffic
Controllers,
and the Strike
that Changed
America
(Oxford
University
Press, 2011).
***
Reader Carolyn
Matthews also
recommended the McCartin book on
PATCO and she added another labor
history book: Les Leopold’s The Man
Who Hated Work and Loved Labor: The
Life and Times of Tony Mazzocchi
(Chelsea Green Publishing, 2007).
***
The Quarterly was caught out by one
reader for its creative math about the

PATCO strike anniversary. The firing
occurred 40 years ago this year, not 50.
***
Reader Jim Smith suggested Michael
Goldfield’s The Southern Key: Class,
Race, and
Radicalism in the
1930s and 1940s
(Oxford
University Press,
2020). As Jim
explains, “it’s
mostly about the
CIO’s failed
attempt to
organize the
South in the
post-war years, but there’s also quite a
bit about the Woodworkers union, both
in the Pacific NW and the South.”
Union Mascot History
Scabby the rat is legal again. He’s one of
the most noticeable modern symbols of
union defiance in the face of injustice.
But he (or she)
is by no means
the first union
mascot to do
that job.
Perhaps the
most
recognizable is
the black cat,
used
effectively by
the Industrial
Workers of the
World (IWW).
The Canadian Union of Public
Employees created the health and safety
canary, which was adopted for a time by
the Canadian Labour Congress. Do you
have a favorite union mascot?

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/21/bu
siness/economy/unions-inflatablerats.html?smid=em-share .
Long Live Collective Power
Steelworker staff member Shannon
Devine recalls her personal history of
learning the importance of a union job,
in the Toronto Star, August 13, 2021.
A long-time union communications
professional, campaigner, and equity and
workers’ rights activist, Devine
remembers “yearly barbecues and family
holiday parties hosted by the company,
and how we all piled in the car to go
watch my dad’s slo-pitch games, next to
the union hall.
“Invisible to me was the reality that
these niceties were negotiated by a union
bargaining committee, elected by their
coworkers to face their employer and
push for things like prescription
coverage, humidex heat shutdowns and
even children’s Christmas parties.”
She adds optimistically that unions
and workers will serve as “agents of
change” as we battle the pandemic.
The full article appeared in the Toronto
Star on August 13, 2021.
https://www.thestar.com/opinion/contrib
utors/2021/08/13/union-contractsbenefit-multiple-generations-long-livecollective -power.html .

Wanted: New Quarterly Editor
Oregon PNLHA trustee and former vicepresident Ron Verzuh, who founded the
Oregon Labor History Quarterly three
years ago, is moving on. Anyone
interested in the editor’s job should
email PNLHA president Tom Lux,
tplux@comcast.net.

